
           

GST SERVICES  

AT THE 2019 FINA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 

GST Inc is going to provide Swim Power tests and Race Analysis for swimmers without qualifying times at the 
FINA Swimming World Championships in Gwangju (KOR). These services will be provided free of charge for 
swimmers without qualifying times at the warm-up pool between prelims and finals.  

GST Swim Power Test 

 
What is the GST Swim Power test? 

The Swim Power device was developed by the GST Inc a few years ago to record the instantaneous velocity (V, 
m/s) and force (F, kg) 60 times/second at specific points in the stroke. Swimming velocity and force curves are 
synchronized with underwater video in real time. You can watch the videos of GST Swim Power tests clicking on 
the links below: 

www.globsport.org  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96fNwj0Yuks  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JG57iDSfdDQ&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERV2C4RX3to  



           

Seventy Olympic Champions, 90 medalists from Olympic Games, and more than 15,000 swimmers have been using 
the Swim Power tests in the last ten years. This huge database of elite level swimmers provides a unique opportunity 
to identify your strengths and weaknesses in swimming technique relative to the world’s best swimmers.  

What is the testing protocol? 

The GST Swim Power testing protocol includes three 18-20 meters efforts at race pace unique to specific stroke:  

- Pull, Kick, and Swim 

It takes 10 min to complete tests for one stroke. Verbal feedback will be provided after Swim Power tests. It takes 
about 10 min per swimmer to analyze testing results.  

What benefits will swimmers receive from the GST Swim Power test? 

Swim Power tests help to answer the following questions: 

- Am I losing speed due to incorrect head or body position? How to change my head or body position to 
minimize the drag? 

- Am I losing speed at the beginning, middle or end of the stroke? How much and for how long am I losing 
speed at various phases of the stroke? How can I improve at these phases? 

- Is my right arm stroke stronger than my left arm stroke? How can I improve my weaker arm stroke? 

- Am I losing speed during the breathing? Am I losing speed at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of 
the breathing cycle? How much and for how long am I losing speed during the breathing cycle? How can I 
avoid speed loss during the breathing cycle? 

- Am I losing the balance during the swimming? When it happens and for how long? How can I improve my 
balance during the swim? 

- Am I staying too long or too short underwater after the turn? How long should I stay underwater? 

- Is my down-kick stronger than my up-kick? How can I improve up-kick or down-kick? 

- Is my right leg kick stronger than my left leg kick? How can I improve my kicking? 

After the test, swimmers and coaches will receive their testing video files as well as detailed verbal feedback on 
their swimming technique and customized drills to avoid stroke mistakes. 

 

 

 



           

GST Race Analysis 

Race Analysis includes the most significant parameters that influence every swimmer's competitive performance: 
Cycle Count per lap, Break Distance from start and turns, Tempo, Breakout Time, Drop Off, Distance Per 
Cycle, Pure Swimming Velocity, Free Swimming Time, Turn Time, Time Spent Under Water, Distance 
Swum Under Water. For the first time, GST, Inc will provide a look at the Perfect Race with optimal splits to 
achieve the fastest swimming time.  

 

 
Race Analysis report is broken into seven categories: 

Breakout time: (seconds) - The time from starting signal (start) or feet leaving the wall (turns), to head breaking the 
surface. 

Breakout Distance: The distance from the wall that a swimmer’s head breaks the surface, in meters (rounded to the 
nearest .25 meters) 

Split: Official subtractive split time for the length measured. 

Perfect Race: For the first time, GST, Inc introduces the best individual splits to swim your “Perfect Race”. 
Swimmers will know how fast they need to swim every split to have the fastest time in the race.  

Drop-off: The difference in seconds between the length measured and the preceding length. 

This is a measure of speed consistency during a race. The best races are normally achieved with a relatively small 
drop-off variation. Positive values indicate slower time in comparison to the previous split, negative - faster time. 
Swimmers should aim for the best consistency in these numbers. A big drop-off from the first split to the second, 
and consecutive positive drop-off values indicate that a swimmer started racing too fast and slowed down at the end.  

Cycle count: Number of stroke cycles during the length (one cycle= one arm stroke for Fly and Breast and one 
cycle=2 arm strokes for Back and Free). This number is computed using stroke rate and actual free swimming time. 

Time: Official cumulative time in the race. 

Tempo/Rate: Frequency of swimming cycles during the length measured, expressed in both cycles per minute and 
seconds per cycle - Stroke Rate, (seconds per cycle) or Tempo, (cycles per minute). 



           

This parameter can be used to evaluate swimming efficiency. Extremely high Tempo (Cycle Rate) and average 
performance times can indicate that swimming technique is not efficient. However, a very low Tempo (Cycle Rate) 
and average performance is not good either. 

DPC: "Distance per cycle" - distance covered during one stroke cycle during length measured. 

DPC is an ultimate measure of swimming stroke efficiency. Swimmers and coaches should always look for ways to 
improve this parameter in their races. High values of DPC indicate available reserves for future improvements, an 
"untapped" potential. 

Turn Time: Time in seconds to execute the turn at the end of the length measured. Free and Backstroke begins with 
hand entry on the final arm stroke and concludes with feet contacting the wall. Fly and Breast begin with hand touch 
and conclude with foot contact on the wall. 

Coaches and swimmers can then use the results of these reports to extrapolate their ideal racing strategy. In effect, 
these individualized race reports are designed to give coaches and swimmers a view of their race, offering them the 
advantage of being able to see how seemingly unrelated issues of technique do apply to their overall success as a 
competitive swimmer. 

Information derived from Race Analysis will help you find new ways to improve your swimmers' competitive 
performance.  

 

How can we sign for the GST Swim Power Test and Race Analysis? 

There are three ways to sign for the GST Swim Power tests and Race Analysis: 

- Advance signing by e-mailing to the GST Inc at info@globsport.org 

- Signing at the Technical Meeting before the swimming competition 

- Signing at the warm-up pool during the swimming competition  

Do you have more questions about the GST Swim Power Test and Race 
Analysis? 

If you have any additional questions about the GST Swim Power test and Race Analysis, please e-mail us at 
info@globsport.org or stop at our table at the warm-up pool during the swimming competition in Gwangju. 

We are looking forward to seeing you in Gwangju, Korea. 

Dr. Genadijus Sokolovas 

Senior Physiologist at the GST, Inc 


